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What is it?
Pricing is a cornerstone of marketing, which drives 
companies to generate revenue and profits. Price Tree 
Analysis is a strategic tool for visualising and setting 
product or service market prices with clear reference 
to competitor prices.

When to use it
Boards, leadership and marketers will find price trees 
useful as part of:
l Strategic positioning
l Competitor analysis
l Communicating with investors

Price trees are also very useful for product managers 
who need to:
l Set a market price for a new product/service
l Review prices of existing products
l Understand price elements
l Communicate a competitive pricing plan to the 

market

How to use it
To create a price tree, draw a base and a tree trunk 
for each product/service. Then draw branches to 
correspond to your company on the left side and the 
competitors on the right side (see Figure 1).

Notate each branch with your services and your 
competitors’ names and price. The base of the trunk 
is zero and the trunk uses a ratio scale i.e. if a price is 
half way up the trunk compared to the top price, then 
it is half price (see Figure 2).

Price Tree Analysis

 
Pricing elements
Where a product or service has different elements 
or is priced differently depending on circumstance 
(e.g. whether it is Import or Export), then each 
element is the subject of a different tree (see Figure 
3). Competitor logos and prices can be added to the 
completed price trees. This will make it quicker for 
companies to understand the big picture.
 
The completed price trees in Figure 3 also illustrate 
that competitors may price some elements at zero 
and make their revenues from other parts of a service.

Figure 1 Basic Price Tree

Figure 2 Price tree with pricing data

Figure 3 Completed Price Trees

Product/Service element

Competitor 1 £1300

Annual maintenance

Competitor 2 £1200

Competitor 3 £1100Our Gold Service  
£1050

Our Basic Service 
£750

Import Price Export Price

Our 
Service 2 
£1.25

Our 
Service 1 
£1.70

Competitor 1  
£2.00

Competitor 2  
£1.00

Competitor 3  
£0.00

Our 
Service 2 
£0.10

Our 
Service 1 
£0.70

Competitor 2  
£3.80

Competitor 3  
£0.00

Competitor 1  
£4.57
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Sources of competitor data
Collecting timely and accurate competitor data can 
be a challenge. In B2C, prices can easily be collected 
by desk research.  

However in B2B, prices are often secret or 
customised, which makes finding precise data 
difficult. In cases like this, the important principle is 
to seek accuracy not precision. Contacting trade 
associations, market analysts, or others who have a 
broad view of the market can be helpful. Customers 
will have a view of the pricing submitted in the bid 
and may be willing to share it. Plus, staff who have 
worked for competitors can sometimes be helpful 
for background information too. Where it is of vital 
importance, techniques such as ‘mystery shopper’ 
can be used but this takes more time and money.

Standardising units
Sometimes when competitor data has been collected, 
the underlying pricing structures may be different. 
For example, one client from the logistics industry 
gave prices for shipping containers by container 
size whereas a competitor priced on weight of 
the loaded container. In cases like this, or when 
different currencies are used, the methodology for 
standardising measurement units must be made clear.

Having collected together all known competitor 
pricing data and adding your prices (as in Figure 3), 
check that it makes initial sense. For example, are 
competitors with a reputation for premium pricing at 
the top of the tree? Also, if you were to add all the 
elements of a price together for each competitor, do 
their overall prices make sense? Are the new entrants 
or those with weaker brands pricing below the main 
brands?  Triangulating the prices of competitors 
usually generates further questions and testing of 
data and sources.

Add trees where needed
To review pricing in different countries or list prices 
versus discounted prices, additional price trees may 
be used. 

Price decline
Prices are higher at the early stages of the product 
lifecycle when demand is high and competition is 
weaker. Prices change on a regular basis and so price 
trees need updating and all sources (and the dates 
when the data was collected) should be made clear. 
Annual price decline can be shown by having different 
trees for different years.  In practice, price curves are 
a better way of showing the shape and rate of price 
trends.

Strengths and weaknesses
Strengths
l Visual and easy to understand
l A lot of data can be shown simultaneously
l Shows the main competitors
l Highlights gaps in understanding of competitor 

pricing during data collection

Weaknesses
l Technique depends on quality of input data so 

where competitor data is hard to get or prices 
are bundled, trees can be incomplete. 

l Not showing price trends
 
To find out more, contact Nick Milner   
at nick.milner@milnerltd.com.

Further reading
As a company, we have been using pricing trees for a 
long time but we have not found an academic source 
for this technique. For an overview of pricing, see

Macdivitt, H. (2013) ‘Cambridge Marketing Handbook: Pricing 
Points’ Kogan Page


